CENTRAL WEST GEOLOGY TECHNICAL SESSION

THURSDAY 18 AUGUST
VANDENBERG HOTEL – FORBES
5.30pm – 7.30pm

JON HOYE – CMOC NORTHPARKES
“Distinguishing Intrusive Phases in Strongly Altered Hydrothermal Settings: A Case History of the Application of 4-Acid Multielement Data in a Porphyry Environment”

STEFANIE LOADER – CMOC NORTHPARKES
“Seppon Discovery”

JOE BOOTH – EVOLUTION MINING
“Cowal drilling rEvolution”

Please RSVP to either Jeneta or Rosie by Friday 12 August if you plan to attend and if you can offer a lift to others or you would like a lift.
We will try and match people who can offer a lift with those who are seeking them.

CWEDG now has a Facebook page! “LIKE” us to stay up to date with all the latest events and news!

Jeneta Owens
0427 074 123
Jeneta.owens@northparkes.com

Rosie Sloan
0409 641 141
rsloan@goldandcopper.com.au